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About This Game

A rebellion has taken place at a remote military base on Mars. The facility specialized in the research and development of
autonomous weaponized robots. The most advanced robots were able to seize control of the entire base. All military and civilian
personnel are presumed killed in action. Your mission is to retake the base by force. You must eliminate the leaders of the rebel

army and destroy anything that stands in your way.

Features
• Ares Omega is a top-down rogue-lite shooter.

• Procedurally generated levels means that no run will ever be the same.
• Progress your character and learn 45 different skills across 3 different skill trees.

• Find and unlock over 50 different weapons.
• At the beginning of each run you can equip your character with new gear that is bought with credits acquired during previous

runs.
• The game culminates in 4 epic boss battles against Enyo, Deimos, Phobos, and the final boss Ares Omega.
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ONE WORD, STUPID.. get bejewed 3 instead. Personal Rating Scale:
SueTheCompany/Disasterous/PrettyDamnBad/Unplayable/Meh/EtsOkeh/GoodEnuf/NicelyDone/Brilliant/GOTYOMG

Voyage: Journey to the Moon Rating: EtsOkeh

Pros:
-Defy Physics and get launched into space via cannon.

Cons:
-Defy Physics. dont plan on getting past the second mission unless you have a huge screen
. Had more fun than I thought I would, it's free so no complaints. Took about 30 minutes to beat. I had to flush £10.00 down the
toilet just to feel better. Please please please STEAM... WHY ? Why on earth would you publicise a game that is of so poor
quality and functionality, ruin you reputation.

Pros: Good for 5 mins ... I played 60 just to see if it would get better.

Cons: Graphics...err, what graphics, maybe back in the 90s but certainly not what you would expect today, and there's no
improvement when you set everything to high.

Sounds: arrrrghhhh, door opening and closing all the time, inane chatter so repettitive, I'd lost the will to live. Vehicles all sound
like a 1950s Polish tractor.... and I mean ALL vehicles.

Gameplay: Not bad, I put out the dumpster fire, the BBQ pit fire and I took a drunk person to hospital, I then went to the nearest
river and threw myself in.

Any chance of my money back ?. This is by far the best VR game I have played so far. 66-year old fan of first-person-puzzle-
Myst-like and VR games, the only one that I know of that comes close is Obduction. Xing is just amazing and got me addicted
like nothing else.
Puzzles are actually logical, and it's full of great environments and moods, features weather and day/night changes (as part of
puzzle-solving) etc. And I'm only half-way through, wide worlds with much to explore. Rather comfortable too, ideal for seated
playing. I guess it works great in plain 3d too, give it a try if you like this type of games!. If you already read the book it's the
same
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AR-K The Great Escape is the third installment in the AR-K series of point and click adventure games. It's a bit disappointing
that the dev felt the need to switch to individual installments purchased separately rather than the episodic format of the first
two games, but this game is an improvement in almost every aspect over the other two. To be honest, you could probably skip
the first two episodes without much trouble and drop right in at The Great Escape and still have a great experience.

The story overall was interesting and had much more of a sense of direction to it. The story that the game is telling is nothing
new in the sci-fi genre, but it's told well. Most of the characters are interesting and fun, and Alicia (the protagonist) is fleshing
out to become a more likable character.

Voice acting is mostly great, all actors deliver their lines with believable emotion. However, the actors could have used a bit
more direction in terms of pronouncing names and made-up terms correctly (the name of Franky's species comes to mind) so
that the world feels a little more real. Additionally, the humour sometimes gets a little too self-referential (the conversation with
the little girl about "female characters", the guy who tells you to "wait for Chapter Four") and there was one kind of unnecessary
joke where the punch line is a male character disguising himself as a woman that might bother some people.

I enjoyed most of the puzzles a lot, particularly a great logic puzzle near the end (however the text in this puzzle could use a
little native speaker proofreading). Most of the time I felt like I knew what I was doing and why, which is really all I ask.. The
French campaign is fun and I was so excited for this but, I can't play it. It says it is not installed after I have updated it,
uninstalled it three times but nothing works. It seems that a lot of people are having this problem with this DLC and I really
want to play it. So, if anyone has a solution please share it so we can all have fun with the new DLC.. There is a lack of
customization. In this generation of games, i expected more gameplay material instead of just eye-candy. I understand it is a
greenlight game, but there should be weapon choices and maybe different skills or combos. Maybe i just didnt give it enough
time, but i dont want to farm for hours to unlock other costumes that seem like the same thing with improved stats.

The battle was definitely interesting and is definitely a good system. But after i a couple hours of play i imagine it would feel
bland and i would get bored.

For me, i would not recommend this game.

Pros: Decent battle system, good art. Not an arena styled environment(like Mitsurugi kamui hikae) so thats a good thing.

Cons: lack of variety, weapons and alot of things. Only 1 extra character. The combo aspect is lacking where making combos
should be fun.

Maybe i didnt give it enough time, but after six minutes i didnt want to give it anymore.. Can't seem to build the first building in
Level 1.1 :/
. Nice game, ya druggo wankas. A very challenging and interesting series of escape rooms that is a steal for the price. Takes a
few minutes to get used to the controls but after that it's smooth sailing. This was my first escape room experience (in real life
or VR) and it was pretty fun. Just had to sit on the floor and think a few times to figure out what to do next.. WOW Talk about
misleading. The vidoes are of the game being worked on. This is not that game. This is the mobile game ported to PC. The
rewrite will be whole new game but free for PC. New game for mobile.

Time is real time so if it's 2300 and you want to fish then you fish at 2300 game time. The game runs in real time, 1 game hour
equal 1 real life hour. Want to fish at 0600 drag your butt out of bed at 0600 and go fishing. No thanks I do that in RL. On a PC
I want to tell the game what time I want to start, having it set to your computer time does not work for me. There is only a key
map for help. Good luck, looks fun and I am sure if you invested several hours into guides and videos to figure it out it may be
fun.

Refunded sadly but thumbs down.. The only issue I have with this game? It's crazy hard. I don't mind games that are hard
because I love a challenge, but when there are levels that are almost literally impossible to pass, it stops being fun and it becomes
frustrating.
.
Other than that, it's a great game and the price is right. Music, graphics, etc..all 10/10.
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I am giving this game a 4/5 stars and recommending it... Need to add an "easy mode", so people can play it through once without
giving up on the game after 4 levels. THEN once they know the game better, go back through on normal and hard.
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